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Fuzzy Systems in Bioinformatics and Computational Biology (Studies in Fuzziness and Soft Computing)Springer, 2009
Biological systems are inherently stochastic and uncertain. Thus, research in bioinformatics, biomedical engineering and computational biology has to deal with a large amount of uncertainties.
Fuzzy logic has shown to be a powerful tool in capturing different uncertainties in engineering systems. In recent years, fuzzy logic based modeling and...
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Adult Stem CellsHumana Press, 2004

	Studies on stem cells have been attracting intense scientific and public

	attention, not only because of controversies surrounding the use of

	embryonic stem cells but also because of very provocative data that

	have been emerging on adult stem cells. Much of the public attention

	and debate has been focused on the possibility that...
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New Transcription Factors and Their Role in Diabetes and Therapy, Volume 5: Advances in Molecular and Cellular EndocrinologyElsevier Limited, 2006

	This book contains contributions from some of the most eminent experts in the fields of genetics, biochemistry, and pathophysiology of diabetes. Through specific examples, with broad applications, this book provides a comprehensive look at how transcription factors may underline the pathogenetic mechanisms of diabetes and obesity.

	...
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RF Microelectronics (Communications Engineering and Emerging Technologies Series)Prentice Hall, 1997
The annual worldwide sales of cellular phones has exceeded $2.5B. With 4.5 million customers, home satellite networks comprise a $2.5B industry. The global positioning system is expected to become a $5B market by the year 2000. In Europe, the sales of equipment and services for mobile communications will reach $30B by 1998. The statistics are...
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Advanced Wired and Wireless Networks (Multimedia Systems and Applications)Springer, 2004
We live in the era of information revolution triggered by a widespread
availability of Internet and Internet based applications, further enhanced by
an introduction of wireless data networks and extension of cellular networks
beyond traditional mobile telephony through an addition of the mobile
Internet access. The Internet has...
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Project Management Nation : Goals for the New and Practicing IT Project Manager - Guidance, Tools, Templates and Techniques that Work!John Wiley & Sons, 2002
Organizations depend on IT project managers to support overall business strategies with clear-cut benefits and advantages. As the bridge between the larger business strategy and the functional project level, project managers are expected to ensure key benefits such as reduced delivery costs, accelerated product-to-market speed, focus on client...
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Wireless Information Networks (Wiley Series in Telecommunications and Signal Processing)John Wiley & Sons, 2005
Towards location aware mobile ad hoc sensors
A Systems Engineering Approach to Wireless Information Networks     

The Second Edition of this internationally respected textbook brings readers fully up to date with the myriad of developments in wireless communications. When first published in 1995, wireless communications was synonymous...
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Systematic Design for Emergence in Cellular Nonlinear Networks: With Applications in Natural Computing and Signal Processing-Springer, 2008
The main problem addressed in this book came out during a Fulbright research fellowship stage at U.C. Berkeley (California, USA, 1996–1998). Then, I had the opportunity to work in the research group of Leon Chua on a subject called CNN (cellular neural/nonlinear network). The CNN, developed in the end of the 1980s was an important step ahead...
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Cancer Metastasis, Molecular and Cellular Mechanisms and Clinical Intervention (Cancer Metastasis - Biology and Treatment)Springer, 2000

	This book covers the molecular and cellular aspects of cancer metastasis, and discusses the clinical aspect of micro- and macro-metastases, which result in the death of the majority of patients with cancer. The current edition attempts to examine the current status of the basic scientific and clinical research in the area, and is a very...
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Nature As Teacher: How I Discovered New Principles in the Working of Nature (Eco-Technology Series)Gateway, 1998
At the time of writing the world is being engulfed by increasingly cataclysmicmanifestations of the disturbance and disruption of Nature's otherwise orderly processes. From reports received almost daily, both nationally and from around the world, we are increasingly forced to become aware of certain life-threatening irregularities in the...
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Review of Medical Physiology (LANGE Basic Science)McGraw-Hill, 2003
In unicellular organisms, all vital processes occur in a single cell. As the  evolution of multicellular organisms has progressed, various cell groups have  taken over particular functions. In humans and other vertebrate animals, the  specialized cell groups include a gastrointestinal system to digest and absorb  food; a respiratory system to take...
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Cellular Computing (Genomics and Bioinformatics)Oxford University Press, 2004
The field of cellular computing is a novel and exciting development at the intersection of biology, computer science, mathematics, and engineering. Practitioners in this emerging discipline are concerned with the analysis, modeling, and engineering of inter- and intra-cellular processes for the purposes of computation. Developments in the field...
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